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Abstract

A critical assessment of structural integrity: strength, stiffness and durability is often based on fracture mechanics analysis. Fracture is a mode of failure due to unstable crack propagation. Fracture mechanics deals with methodology for prediction, prevention and control of fracture in materials, components and structures. Tori-Spherical shells are used as end closures in pressure vessels and cylindrical container in aerospace structures, thermal and nuclear power plants. This paper presents a refined finite element model and a special purpose subprogram to determine mixed mode membrane and bending stress intensity factors for a circumferential crack in a cylindrical shell with tori-spherical end closures. The proposed finite element model is implemented using commercial FEA software ANSYS V15.0. The stress intensity factors are evaluated using 3MBSIF. The methodology is validated using benchmarks, a set of standard test problems with known target solutions. Parametric studies are carried out to study the effect of crack location and orientation on the stress intensity factor values.

The work had been presented at an international conference Fatigue Durability India 2015, 28-30th May 2015, JN TATA AUDITORIUM, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore.

Introduction

Tori-Spherical shells are used as end closures in pressure vessels and cylindrical container in aerospace structures, thermal and nuclear power plants. A critical assessment of the structural integrity (stiffness, strength and durability) of the cylindrical shell with tori spherical end closure is of prime importance. Damage tolerance design methodology based on fracture mechanics is the only design methodology to predict and avoid the failure of the structure[1-3].

Cracks are unavoidable in structures. The fracture of a component or structure begins at crack tips. A crack can trigger a local failure at lower load level[2,4]. Fracture mechanics enables design engineers to approach the problem of fracture safe design in a more rational manner. In design, consideration is now given to likelihood that a new structure contains flaws introduced during the processing of the basic material, during fabrication of components and during assembly process. Fracture mechanics analysis involves the determination of stress intensity factors at the crack tip. Therefore, an accurate determination of crack tip stress intensity factors in a given structure and application of strain energy density theory to predict fracture and critical pressure at which the structure fail for a particular location and orientation of crack is essential to the development of safe and reliable designs[5-7].

The main objective of this study is to develop a refined finite element model and new post processing subprogram to determine mixed mode membrane and bending stress intensity factors for circumferential cracks in a cylindrical pressure vessel with tori-spherical end closure subjected to internal pressure loading. To accomplish this, finite element modelling using ANSYS, a commercial FEA software and development of new post processing sub program 3MBSIF to compute the stress intensity factors posteriori is presented. The methodology is validated using benchmarks. Parametric study for circumferential cracks are presented and discussed.

Finite Element Modelling

Finite Element Modeling is defined here as the analyst’s choice of material models, finite elements, meshes, constraint equations, analysis procedures, governing matrix equations and their solution methods, specific pre- and post-processing options available in a chosen commercial FEA software for determination of mixed mode membrane and bending stress intensity factors for shell structures with arbitrarily located and oriented cracks under different types of applied loads and boundary conditions. In this study, ANSYS is used for FE modeling. A fine mesh of singular Isoparametric curved shell elements (STRIA6), triangular in shape and quadratic in order with six nodes and six engineering degrees of freedom at each node with user specified number NS from one crack face to another and size Δa is created around each crack tip. The rest of the domain under consideration is discretized using a compatible mesh of 8-noded curved shell element, quadrilateral in shape and quadratic in order (QUAD8) and 6-noded curved shell element of triangular shape (TRIA6). A brief description of these elements is given below.

The QUAD8 element is shown in figure 1(a). The TOP, BOTTOM and MIDDLE surfaces of the element are curved,
whereas the sections across the thickness are generated by the straight lines. The geometric modeling requires specification of two vectors at each of the eight mid surface nodes. One is the position vector R_i of the node, with the three global Cartesian components X_i, Y_i, Z_i where the subscript identifies the node number. The other is the unit normal vector along with the wall thickness of the same nodes. The QUAD8 element carries six engineering degrees of freedom (U_i, V_i, W_i, θ_{xi}, θ_{yi}, θ_{zi}) at each of the eight mid surface nodes. The nodal degrees of freedom are illustrated in Figure 1(a).

The TRIA6 element shown in Figure. 1(b) has six nodes and six engineering degrees of freedom at each node. The matrices and vectors for this element are computed as follows: The edge 1-4-8 of the QUAD8 element is collapsed and nodes 4 and 8 are co-located with node 1. Nodes 1, 4 and 8 are tied together to have the same degrees of freedom using multipoint constraint equations. The Singular Isoparametric Triangular Shell element (STRIA6), shown in Figure. 1(c), has six nodes and six engineering degrees of freedom at each node. The matrices and vectors for this element are computed as follows: The nodes 4 and 6 which are normally located at mid side positions in the TRIA6 element are moved to the quarter point locations close to node 1. Node 1 in turn is located at a crack-tip. An analysis of the displacement, Strain and Stress field at any point within this element show the well-known 1/√r singularity. The number of STRIA6 elements used around a crack-tip can be progressively increased and their length reduced till accurate stress intensity factor solution is achieved. This demands a specific pre-processing capability. The pre-processing capability in ANSYS enables the creation of progressively refined mesh of STRIA6 element around each crack-tip with user specified NS and Δa. A compatible mesh of regular elements (QUAD8 and TRIA6) then completes the FE Model. Consistent with this FE Model, the stress intensity factors have to be calculated posteriori. A critical assessment of post-processing options for Computational Fracture Mechanics in ANSYS identified the need for development and validation of a special purpose post-processing sub-program for computation of mixed mode membrane and bending stress intensity factors. This program is called 3MBSIF and an overview of this is given in next section.

A Post Processing sub program 3MBSIF to calculate posteriori Stress Intensity Factors K_{I}^m, K_{II}^m, K_{I}^b and K_{II}^b and out put their normalized values is developed in this study. 3MBSIF is a post-processing subprogram to compute crack-tip Stress Intensity Factors for shell type structures. It can output Mode-I and Mode-II components of MEMBRANE and BENDING Stress Intensity factors individually. It can be used with any commercial general-purpose Finite Element Analysis program that has the modeling capability. ANSYS has the required capability. ANSYS with 3MBSIF therefore is an efficient Computational Fracture Mechanics Tool. The nodal displacements and rotations will be extracted from flagged nodes located on properly flagged SINGULAR elements at the crack tip. Figure 2 shows the singular element around the crack tip, local coordinate system and the flagged nodes.

Figure 2: Crack tip coordinate system

There is a need to automate the orientation of the crack tip coordinates x, y, z. x is along the crack front and y is perpendicular to both x and z. This is done to automate the calculation of direction cosines to compute the transformation matrix λ.

$$[x] = \begin{bmatrix} \cos(x, X) & \cos(x, Y) & \cos(x, Z) \\ \cos(y, X) & \cos(y, Y) & \cos(y, Z) \\ \cos(z, X) & \cos(z, Y) & \cos(z, Z) \end{bmatrix}$$

Where X, Y, Z denote the Global Cartesian coordinate system in the solver. The displacements at the crack tip coordinate system (x, y, z) are calculated as

$$[u_x] = [x] [U_i]$$

$$[v_x] = [x] [V_i]$$

$$[w_x] = [x] [W_i]$$

$$[\theta_{xi}] = [x] [\theta_{xi}]$$

$$[\theta_{yi}] = [x] [\theta_{yi}]$$

$$[\theta_{zi}] = [x] [\theta_{zi}]$$
Appropriate 3MBSIF-evaluation formulae computes, normalizes and outputs Stress Intensity Factor at points along the crack front. These points are located at TOP, MIDDLE and BOTTOM surfaces of the shell along the crack front. Explicit formulae to compute $K_I^{(m)}, K_{II}^{(m)}, K_I^{(b)}, \text{ and } K_{II}^{(b)}$ are derived and used. These formulae enables user of FEM system to compute surface Stress Intensity Factor (TOP/ MIDDLE/ BOTTOM) using standard outputs namely nodal displacements and rotations.

**Benchmarks**

A benchmark is a standard test problem with known target solution in the form of formulae(graphs/tables). These are used to validate finite element models developed using ANSYS and stress intensity factors calculated using 3MBSIF.

**Test Problem:**

A cylindrical shell of radius $R$, length $2L$, wall thickness $t$, with a circumferential crack of varying length is subjected to an axial force. The crack length is defined by introducing a non-dimensional crack length parameter $\beta$. The non-dimensional parameter is given by the relation

$$\beta^2 = \frac{a^2}{2 \times R \times t} \left[ 1 - \frac{v^2}{2} \right]^{1/2}$$

$R=1000\text{mm}, L=1000\text{mm}, t=10\text{mm}, P= 1\text{MPa}, E=200\text{GPa} \text{ and } v = 0.3$ are used in the computation.

**Figure 3:** Axial loaded cylinder with a circumferential crack

**Table 1:** Input Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material Properties</th>
<th>Geometric Details</th>
<th>Applied Load</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Young’s modulus $E = 2 \times 10^5 \text{N/mm}^2$</td>
<td>$R = 1000 \text{mm}$</td>
<td>$P = 1000 \text{N}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson’s Ratio $v = 0.3$</td>
<td>$L = 1000 \text{mm}$</td>
<td>Reference Stress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\beta = 0 \text{ to } 1.0$</td>
<td>$\sigma_0 = \frac{P}{2\pi R t}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$t = 10 \text{mm}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Result Comparison:**

**Figure 4:** Mode I membrane SIF-Target solution and Present Analysis

**Figure 5:** Mode I bending SIF-Target solution and Present Analysis

From Figures 4 and 5 it can be observed that Normalized Mode I components of Membrane and Bending Stress Intensity Factors obtained from 3MBSIF for plane stress and plane strain assumptions very closely matches with the target solution.

**Case Study**

The geometric modeling of the cylinder with tori spherical end closures was done using ANSYS 15.0. The geometric dimensions used in the computation are: Cylinder Radius= 1000mm, knuckle radius=500mm, knuckle angle=60°, crown angle=30°, wall thickness=10mm. The applied internal pressure $P= 1 \text{MPa}$. The material properties are $E= 200\text{GPa}$ and Poisson’s ratio $v= 0.3$.

The finite element model was generated using ANSYS 15.0. The model was meshed suitably using Shell 281 element in ANSYS. The geometric model of the tube is shown in Figure 6 (a). Finite element modeling for circumferential crack is presented in Figure 6 (b). A refined mesh of singular elements (STRIA6) with a compatible mesh of regular elements (QUAD8 and TRIA6) used in the present study is illustrated. The graphical post processing capability in ANSYS is demonstrated. A refined mesh of 36 singular elements was generated around the crack tip.

**Figure 6:** a) Geometric Model of cylinder with tori-spherical end closures b) FE Model of Circumferential Crack in cylindrical region

Circumferentially cracked cylindrical pressure vessel with tori-spherical end closure is analyzed for varying crack lengths. The crack length is defined by introducing non-dimensional crack length parameter $\beta$ from 0 to $1.0$.

**Figure 7:** Circumferential crack

**Figure 8:** Crack tip singular elements

The Stress Intensity Factors for varying crack lengths are presented in Figures 9, 10, 11 and 12.

**Figure 9:** Normalized Mode I Membrane SIF vs Curvature Parameter $\beta$
Finite Element Modelling using ANSYS software and the use of special purpose post processing sub program 3MBSIF has provided accurate mixed mode Membrane and Bending Stress Intensity Factor solutions. The results obtained for the Benchmark are in good agreement with the target solutions as seen from the graphs. Thus, the proposed case study is validated for the determination of SIF for varying crack lengths.

Conclusions
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